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only hound dogs up in harlem

They say there’re only hound dogs up in Harlem!
Only chiseled mutts work down in Harlem!
Only pitbulls gambol in Harlem!
Only pedigreeds go slummin’ in Harlem! 
There, the West Indies is in Harlem!
There’s South America in this Harlem!
Mother Africa sits on Her throne here in Harlem!
This hound dog took the long way here
This lil’ doggy came from hell,
Where they tore mah hide, docked mah tail, cut 

mah ears, roped me, squeezed mah life an’ mah spirit 
from me...

And while beggin’, please, dropped me down in this 
haven called heaven known as Harlem!

Anonymous 1929 (Inspired from Harlem Renais-
sance poetry)

—Carmen Welsh Jr.
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animal swiTCh 

I broke my New Year’s Day leg
on a Kansas riverbank.
When a snail slimed to my safety, 
she braced my limb 
into a fusion of movement 
up up through the mud
to Jack & Dick’s Pawn Shop
where I bartered my splintered femur 

for an animal switch
glued onto the fleshy end-trails
of my brain. With one foot
sinking into a wet cement clasp,
I jolted out of my Wichita self 
into a thoroughbred-constructed 
body I call Charlie. 

Out in the prairie of wayward grandfathers, 
Charlie sprouted a black moon tail 
and Delta brown fur.
Once his haunch came into full bloom, 
a pound of happiness 
plopped onto his back.

Yet some cornstalk family
led by the patriarchy of fucken Fred
dead-bolted their front door 
after Charlie’s neighs 
showered with Samantha’s 
sweet ass DNA.

After stomping Fred’s head 
like a pumpkin in decomposition, 
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Charlie trotted up the steps
to a place he’s been told is his home. 
As four foreign hooves landed 
on that manufactured Welcome Home mat, 
Elizabeth leveled in her corporate suit
I wanna make a baby tonight.

Can a horse perform on command?
Charlie galloped to his bedroom’s 
screaming red walls 
to rip the switch away.
A campfire of blood 
burned into the carpet’s undergrowth
as I rested my ten-pound head
in a hug-me-now hominid sleep. 

—Keith Mark Gaboury
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don’T Cry
Madison Keller

With a thought and a wave, magic flowed from Queen 
Seuan’s hand and into the wood of her throne, reshap-
ing it to a more comfortable configuration.

“Continue.”
The supplicant droned on, and she stifled the urge 

to abandon her royal duties and merge minds with her 
bonded, Tukura, who was out romping through the 
ornamental gardens. The blossoms at the end of her 
vine-hair curled open in pleasure at the thought, but 
her duties...always her duties first.

The sunlight tasted of autumn harvesting. Her seed-
ling-children, growing tall in her hidden nursery plot, 
were almost ready to pull up their roots and become 
sproutlings. At least, all the seeds she’d bothered with. 
Not all her seeds got planted; cracked or blackened 
seeds never grew right.

A spark of panic through her bond jolted her out of 
her reverie, and she mentally left the throne room and 
linked her thoughts with Tukura.

Tukura sniffed the ground outside in the hedge maze; 
her hackles raised. <Intruders.>

<My seedlings?> Seuan sat up in alarm, the suppli-
cant forgotten. Not again. She’d inherited her throne 
right after her first blossoming and was the last of her 
line, yet every year her garden was poisoned by sabo-
teurs. 

She came back to herself and signaled to her adviser 
to halt the proceedings.

Seuan didn’t wait; she stood and strode away. As 
soon as she passed through the vine curtain separating 
the private corridors from the public areas, she broke 
into a run. A guard trotted after her although she ig-
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nored him.
<I’m sorry, Seuan.> Grief stabbed her, but she 

couldn’t concentrate enough to see through Tukura’s 
eyes.

The maze passed in a blur of green and cobblestone 
paths. Her garden was tucked in a dead-end around a 
blind corner. A stone archway guarded the entrance. 
She’d spelled the arch to inform her of intruders, a 
spell which now hung in tatters.

Tukura crouched on the cobblestone by the tilled 
dirt, her ears splayed and tail curled around her feet. 
The double row of her seedlings, which just the night 
before had been tall and green, now drooped to the 
ground an unhealthy shade of brown.

Seuan slid to stoop on her knees in the dirt. Her fine 
court robes would be ruined and her adviser would 
scold her, yet she was beyond caring. 

A healing spell tumbled from her lips by sheer in-
stinct and she held trembling hands over the head of 
the closest seedling. Her palms glowed deep red, the 
same color as her own blossoms, but the magic pooled 
with nowhere to go. Dead.

She tried again and again, a dozen times, but every 
time the result was the same. 

The sap in her tears stuck to Tukura’s chocolate 
brown fur. She hadn’t even known she’d started crying 
or when Tukura had embraced her.

“We’ll try again next spring,” Tukura whispered into 
her vines.

Seuan trembled. “I don’t have the strength for this.”
“It’s your duty to produce an heir. Succession fights 

will tear the Empire apart.”
The guard looked around, ears pressed flat. “Your 

Majesty, you should return to the safety of the palace 
while we investigate.”
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Tukura pulled a sobbing Seuan to her feet and led 
her towards the archway.

“Momma, no cry,” a high-pitched seedling’s voice 
said.

Seuan stopped and looked around. Her children re-
mained brown and still in the middle of the square.

“Who dares!” Her tears dried as her anger grew. She 
might be young, but she was still Queen and would not 
tolerate tasteless jokes.

“Momma!”
The voice was close. She peered into the green growth 

on the edges of the garden. Movement caught her eye 
and she headed towards it. 

The guard’s outstretched paw stopped her. He 
bounded over and roughly shoved aside the leaves of a 
broad-leaf thyme revealing the smiling face and shin-
ing eyes of a seedling.

Her mind jumped back to planting. She’d had thir-
teen seeds originally, but one had been black; she’d 
tossed it away into the bushes and forgotten all about 
it.

The seedling looked up and wriggled his fingers at 
her, struggling to move but still rooted. With a deter-
mined look he tugged one leg free and then the other, 
tottering in his new freedom.

Seuan scooped up her newly sprouted child, giving 
thanks to the Sun God while she cried tears of joy.
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howl

how
can this continue?
silent  mooned   crowned 
without mention
of white     lie down      mercy bound
dug up
utterances      skulled      ribbed
underthings      tiny things
whisper thin     tiny sounds
scuffles     salt     black     and cracked
like another broken wing, a broken back
broken ache
broken wish
lies flat under brushed dark
leaves flight taped up tight-
strung, blood pumped
waiting for anything
any step, any tail
hail
dirt     doubt     toil     spring-
tide earth ground to sleep
to dream perchance, whimper
on a sleeping dog-thing, lies still
perhaps to halt
God
God 
give the word
and the word is
stop.
and God said ‘Wolf’
and so it was

—Barbara Turney Wieland
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le ChaT noir

My 14-lb black manx
rooted at the piles of dirty clothes
like a jealous lover
as I sorted lights and darks, emptying the suitcase.
Where the hell have you been?

The Encyclopedia of Cats says when we come home 
and cats investigate shoes, socks, and pant cuffs
this sniffing is not a love for leather nor feet
but a gleaning of information,
so I wondered what Puck’s damp, gray nose 
learned of toy poodles and bulldogs on leashes,
puddles of pungent water, 
a steady fromage et tomat baguette diet,
chardonnay spilled at Le Chat Noir,
and the steps up Sacre Cour’s steeple.
If I showed him the Mona Lisa
he’d sniff her, too, but find the Louvre  disappointing 
since dogs far outnumber cats as subjects,
and all the comfortable chairs are exhibits.

But Puck senses that I stepped on a stink bug
in line for the Eiffel Tower
though not its view, which is irrelevant 
considering that the cat sitter 
didn’t clean the litter box to his liking
and I didn’t cuddle him to sleep 
for nine nights in a row;  
it’s only fair that he  go rogue
and piss on Paris.

—Cindy Childress
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The nighT JaniTor and alien oCeans
Mary E. Lowd

Rerin jostled the control panel while rubbing it down 
with a rag.  The raccoon-like alien didn’t know how the 
day-crew got the bridge controls so sticky.  They were 
supposed to be searching the oceans on this world for 
signs of sentience—not snacking and boozing on Eri-
danii brandy.  Rerin had expected janitorial detail on a 
starship full of human and s’rellick scientists to be an 
easy job.  Instead, the naked-skinned primates partied 
all day, and the s’rellick shed scales everywhere -- not 
to mention the extra work involved in tending to their 
live food.  Ugh.  Terrarium after terrarium filled with 
scuttling insects and rodents.  Rerin would not be sign-
ing on with this ship again.

And yet, the view of the virgin planet they were 
studying was breathtaking.  Framed by the bridge’s 
broad curving windows, azure oceans were hugged by 
ragged dark wine-colored mountain ranges.  It was the 
last planet in this star system, and each world had been 
more beautiful than the last -- green swirling gas clouds 
on the first; the second had been entirely glittering ice; 
the third was another ocean world, but it had been 
studded with island chains like emerald gemstones.

None of them housed sentient life.  At least, that’s 
what the raucous human and s’rellick scientists had 
concluded.  With the amount of Eridanii brandy they 
imbibed...  Well, Rerin wasn’t sure they could be trust-
ed.

The raccoon-like alien finished scrubbing the sticky 
residue off of the pilot’s controls, carefully avoiding 
bumping any of the glowing buttons or switches.  She 
tucked the damp rag into her belt and knelt down to 
gather up the empty glass bottles discarded under the 
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communications console.  Her ringed tail swayed with 
agitation as she strained to reach far enough with her 
black-furred paw.

“Ouch!” Rerin exclaimed, cutting her paw on a piece 
of broken glass.  Startled by the pain, she wasn’t careful 
in pulling her arm out.  Rerin stumbled and fell against 
the control panel, pressing heaven knows how many 
buttons and catching her rag on one of the switches.  
“No, no, no...”  She held her paws out, wanting to fix it, 
but she had no idea which buttons had been green be-
fore and were red now.  One of them was even yellow.  
Had any of them been yellow before?

Rerin held her injured paw to her mouth; the black 
fur was matted with blood.  She was still trying to figure 
out what to do—whether she had to tell the scientists 
about her blunder or not—when the computer said in 
a mechanical voice, “Receiving transmission.  Transla-
tion 80% complete.  Please wait.”

Rerin’s rounded ears flattened, and she looked out 
the window at those oceans again.  Was there someone 
down there?  Someone sending a message into orbit?

“Translation complete,” the computer intoned.  “Play 
now?”

“Uh... sure,” Rerin answered.
“Begin message:  Hello?  Hello?  I’ve been scanning 

the skies and picked up your burst of radio waves just 
now.  Welcome to Oceanica!  No one is going to believe 
me that I’ve found signs of extra-oceanic life in orbit of 
our very own planet!  Please don’t leave without an-
swering me.  I’m going to transmit several image files 
now—I hope you can decrypt them!  End message.”  
After a few moments, the computer added, “Image files 
decrypted.  Display now?”

“Yes, please!” Rerin exclaimed, whiskers quivering 
with excitement.
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The computer screen over the communication array 
flickered to life, showing several images of a whale-like 
creature, grinning widely, mouth filled with shaggy ba-
leen.  Its flippers were divided into wedge-like fingers, 
and its long tail curled under it with a surprising flex-
ibility as it floated beside some sort of computer con-
sole.  Its small eyes sparkled.

The delight in the alien whale’s expression was in-
fectious.

Rerin knew she should alert the scientists onboard 
immediately, but she let herself get caught up in the 
whale’s friendly demeanor anyway.  “Send a return 
message,” Rerin said to the computer.  “Begin mes-
sage:  Hello back!  Thank you for the images.  The ves-
sel orbiting your world is a science ship, searching for 
sentient life.  I guess we found it!  I’m actually the night 
janitor...  But I’m really excited to meet you.  End mes-
sage.”  After a moment’s thought, Rerin added, “Com-
puter, can you transmit the image file of the profile pic-
ture for crewmember Rerin?”

“Affirmative,” the computer answered.  “Transmit-
ting.”  Lights twinkled on the communications console.  
“Return message received.  Begin message:  you’re a 
land mammal!  I didn’t know that was possible.  Can 
you come down to visit?  Can you teach us to build 
starships of our own?  End message.”

Rerin’s rounded ears splayed.  She realized that she 
was getting in past her depth.  She didn’t know the an-
swers to those questions—or probably any of the other 
questions this alien whale would have.  It was probably 
time to turn this conversation over to the experts who 
were actually prepared.

Still, she decided to send one more message.  “Com-
puter, begin message:  Like I said, I’m only the night 
janitor, so I’m going to go wake up the scientists who 
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you really want to talk to...  But can I ask you for one 
thing first?”

The alien whale responded, “Anything!”
Rerin had sworn to herself that she was done with 

this ship as soon as they hit the next space station...  
But now that she’d seen the wonder of discovering an 
alien race firsthand, she wasn’t so sure.  Still, she de-
served more respect than the humans and s’rellick sci-
entists gave her.

“Tell the scientists that their janitor needs a raise!”  
Somehow, Rerin figured the request would carry more 
weight coming from a newly encountered cetacean 
alien.
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The dragon’s lamenT

Hwæt! Let me tell a tale that I heard told
farring yonder lands, where dragons lived
over land and sea, surfing the winds.
Here a song is sung, sorrow-filled and dreary,
from a dragon I once met, many years ago.
Weak and weary, war-torn were his scales.
Scarred and streaked, his battle-scars rang true.
Here is his lied, listen closely and learn.
“How I yearn for younger years, when I lived in youth.
Arrogant and prideful, my prowess was spoken far.
Stark and strong, yet slender with the wind,
I could fight fiercely, leave my foes in fetters.
My scales shone like sunlight. My wings shimmered brilliantly.
Scale-Bright I was called. Battle-Bold I was called.
But no dragon was greater, stronger, or fiercer
than my mighty Drighten, a great Dragon King.
There was no greater Ring-Giver that held such glorious virtue,
Bahamut’s Bane he was called. Battle-Blazer he was called.
He dove with us into battle, unleashed his berserker rage.
He slaughtered his enemies, scorched his foes.
I yearned for my Dragon-King, Kaiser of the land.
Virtuous and Valiant, Valorous and Prideful.
He was no Smaug, no Fafnir, nor a scheming, slithering snake.
He gave us bright coins, golden goblets ruby-adorned,
alabaster, lapis lazuli, and adamantine rings,
silver and obsidian, precious stones, gems, and gold.
Our Dragon-Kin was strong. Full force we stood unbroken.
Yet all joys come to naught, for nothingness will take hold,
leave you lost, hollowed out, heartbroken and sorrow-full.
Ah Yes! I remember that day when my King reached out to me,
how he welcomed me to his cave-hall. Wondrous was that day.
I had proven battle-prowess. I had paraded the sky with sparks.
There stood my dark-scaled Lord, strong and sun-scorched.
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Sun-bright and beautiful, the great Blazer beckoned me forward.
I bowed my head, knelt before the hall’s King.
I kissed his paw, lips pressed on my head.
I belonged to him, kin-bound and fastened.
After many battle-slaughters, joy bursting in our hearts,
we would praise the gods, feast and drink and prowl.
Suddenly, my Dragon King, Kaiser of the land,
took me to his hoard, the gem-adorned hall,
grabbed me aggressively, growling with excitement.
Aroused and lustglazed, I too arose and clutched him.
Our scales chinked, sparks flying, sputtering in the air.
Our tongues licked lushly. We tasted leckerish lusts.
Our claws curled. Our snouts clashed.
Our tails entwined, twisting and twirling.
Flame-wisps blitzed brightly, bursting ecstasy. 
He wrapped his wings around me, whispered in my ear,
‘You are mine, my fierce thane, ferocious as Donar’s storms.’
He unbound his Heartlock, shared with me his heart.
I returned his affection, feverous with love.
But all came to naught, for nothing lasts forever.
Wars sprung about. Smoke filled the sky.
Battle-slaughter raged. Dragon blood stained the earth.
I watched in wretched pain, as my wondrous Dragon-King
fought ferociously as his foes tore him apart.
I saw my kin slaughtered, dragon-slain and killed.
I alone slaughtered my foes, snarling Dragon Rage!
I took many a blow. Bloodied and bruised I survived.
Heart-cracked, I yearned for death. Cruelty knows no bounds.
I am now lordless. Loneliness binds fast my heart.
War after war, I wandered, kinless and alone.
Battle-scars I have earned, but boldness I have no more.
I hold fast my Heartlock. Heavy is my burden.
Endure I must this endless pain, sorrow everlasting.
Wearily I soar on, but the earth is scarred and streaked
with fire-scorch and battle-blood. A barren landscape remains.
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Battle-slaughter raged. Dragon blood stained the earth.
I watched in wretched pain, as my wondrous Dragon-King
fought ferociously as his foes tore him apart.
I saw my kin slaughtered, dragon-slain and killed.
I alone slaughtered my foes, snarling Dragon Rage!
I took many a blow. Bloodied and bruised I survived.
Heart-cracked, I yearned for death. Cruelty knows no bounds.
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I have loved. I have lost. Loneliness now besets me.
Smog and smoke drift. The wind wails wallowing,
So I ask you this question, ye who will listen.
Wherefore are the joys of the earth? Wherefore are my Dragon-Kin?
Where are the vibrant feasts, the flushing of love-making?
Where is joy? Where is love? Where is comradeship today?
Chaos wrecks the world, wretched and wrathful.
Yet I still wander, kinless, my heart now colder than Ice.
Share this saga, young Farrer, speak it to young and old.
For life is the gift of the Sun-god, bright-gold and beautiful.”
Thus concludes this speech of yore. Speak it well and tell it far.
Life is fleeting, never lasting. Live it now all the more.

—Starvix Draxon
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enCounTer wiTh a squirrel

all day walking, heavy back packed
on a dusty path, hedge-rowed right around 
a bend, wrapped up in a cloak of my own
musings, feet still moving there, up a-head
I met a squirrel most un-expect-
tant-lee sitting further on the narrow path
nose and whiskers twitching, tail amazing

my feet stopped there, full frontal, cortex wide
silent, regard passes between betwixt me and
he turned his back, flicked his tail
and bounded back off down the trail
further off, he stopped, he turned
then off, stopped, turned, gazed at me and

in that instant, me, spoke to self, under breath un-bidden test
‘come back’ whispered silly to think
a squirrel
would not follow in-stinct
but, to self, i add, as a pact, if, he comes back
then, then Magic will exist…. truly
silly rabbit, me!
but sent with spontaneous intent
from me
then
to me
he, little squirrel,  abruptly ran full-tilt
oh god!
heart stopped, so shocked
heart up-lifted, so-gifted
right up to my knees
to me
to the velvet toffee of his eyes
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this message reflected
then 
in another instant
off, he dashed, into hedgerow
out of sight

me, momentarily undone
i walked on
Magic shimmering
at my back

—Barbara Turney Wieland
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36 oaThs
H.J. Pang

Ming vaulted over a parked Chrysler and dashed into 
a side alley off Hastings Street, oblivious to the yells of 
its driver. His protests were cut short by the pursuers 
not far behind who leapt and clambered over the vehi-
cle. The broken streetlamps at the far end of the alley 
helped with the red panda’s nocturnal vision, and Ming 
saw well enough to tip a pile of boxes as he passed, rel-
ishing in his pursuer’s yells of attrition. The red panda 
found a broken window of an old storefront around the 
corner two turns down and vaulted inside, rolling pain-
fully on some discarded tins. It’s great to have a thick 
coat of fur. Holding his breath as the junior enforcers 
found their way through, Ming was glad he had taken 
the necessary precautions for his escape. The scent of 
shit, piss and trash in the alley would have dulled even 
the canids’ acute sense of smell, and his scent along 
with it. He crawled slowly to the broken counter with 
its ransacked register, hoping his reddish pelt wouldn’t 
show too well in the darkness.

“Where’s he gone?” yelled Enforcer Simu, his brack-
ish pelt flashing briefly past the window, followed by 
the greyish pelts of his two henchmen. A pointed muz-
zle presented itself at the window as one of them dou-
bled back. Ming withdrew behind his cover, and for a 
while, only the panting of the gangsters could be heard. 
A patter of wrapped footpaws on concrete could soon 
be heard, and Ming held on for a minute more, dusting 
himself off when he thought it safe. 

“He who rides the white tiger is afraid to get off,” 
whispered a musty voice by the corner. Ming jerked 
around, and for a moment, he thought he had infringed 
a hobo’s territory. Despite his eyes having adjusted to 
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the darkness, there was no one in sight.
“But got off you did, and the consequences are se-

vere,” came the voice behind him. Before he could re-
act, a blow caught him behind his temple and he fell. 
He rolled onto his back to deliver an upright kick, but a 
paw darted swiftly forward, prodding him upon his tor-
so. A vague numbness spread across his body from that 
point, and the panda’s limbs fell back to the ground. 
He couldn’t move. But of course. Pressure points, the 
mark of a Master Enforcer. 

A figure stepped lightly around him, no larger than he 
was. The enforcer assessed his victim through masked 
eyes as he circled, and for a moment, Ming thought he 
was a raccoon. But there was something different about 
his posture and scent, and Ming guessed he was some 
sort of palm civet.  The enforcer spoke, his voice a chill 
even in the dark shadows of the interior. 

“Why?” 
Ming’s eyes flickered. “Why what?” he choked.
“As a member of the Brotherhood, you are bound by 

the Oaths. All 36 of them,” sniffed the enforcer, like he 
smelt particularly bad. He probably did, having been 
chased through countless stinky alleys and canals.  “Re-
member Oath 13? ‘Should you change your mind and 
deny being part of the brotherhood, you will be killed 
by blades,’” A click crackled the air, and the enforcer 
leaned over to Ming. This close, Ming could see the 
switchblade leveled at his nose despite the gloom, and 
was surprised at the lack of scent the enforcer emitted. 
His numb ears flattened as he realized that this was 
the Shadow. Feared by all gangsters in the skid row of 
Hastings and beyond, he tied up loose ends that the 
ordinary enforcers couldn’t. His preference for strik-
ing in the dark made him the nightmare of anyone who 
dealt with the Triads. Ming couldn’t understand how 
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he qualified for this honor, but the Brotherhoods took 
their traditions and oaths seriously enough.

“I always discover the reason for one to die at my 
paw, miserable being as you are.” said Shadow. “Ex-
plain your affront!” A steel-studded paw slammed 
against a spot below Ming’s knee, and pain cascaded 
across his being. He fought back his tears as he choked 
out the words, least the pain came back.

“I adhered to the First Oath.” whispered Ming.
The first oath demanded that one had to honor their 

parents.

In the streets of Downtown Eastside, it wasn’t uncom-
mon for newcomers to the neighborhood to be preyed 
upon the moment the local thugs caught a whiff of you. 
It also wasn’t uncommon to be beaten to death if they 
got too carried away or simply didn’t see the conse-
quences in doing so. Not that there were many; Down-
town Eastside had a law of its own. 

Just as he was about to die from his ordeal, Ming 
remembered wondering why his family had moved all 
the way here only to have him killed for others’ amuse-
ment. But strange as it may sound, the local triad mem-
bers saved him from the harsh welcome of this new 
land, doing unto others what they had done to Ming.  

The way to the General Hospital was a blur, where 
he later learnt that some Samaritans had brought him 
in for treatment before leaving. It was only after he had 
left the lobby that a strange-looking fox with lush yel-
lowish and pale fur approached him subtly from the 
side.

“I’m ChangKai, and I am your Da-Ge, a big brother 
for saving you,” said Chang, whom Ming would later 
learn is a corsac fox. He had seen them back in the old 
country, but they weren’t particularly common. “As 
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long as you stick with the Brotherhood, no one will give 
you any problems.” 

The panda had heard of the Brotherhood before, in 
numerous names such as Tongs and Tiandihui, but 
had always considered them menaces to society. What 
could possibly justify extortion passed off as protection 
rackets? He made to move on, but Changkai lopped 
step in step beside him. He was two inches taller than 
Ming was, but Ming wasn’t yet intimidated by him.

“Whatever you’ve heard prior about the Brotherhood 
is bullshit,” said Changkai, switching to the Cantonese 
tongue Ming understood. On his exposed arms were 
painted several Chinese symbols, no doubt conveying 
a secret meaning of its own. Several patterns could be 
seen peeking out of his shirt collar, and Ming had no 
doubt they branched out into full tattoos beneath it. 
“Here in the city, we from the same country must stick 
together. Otherwise, the city takes you.”

“Thanks, but I’m not interested,” said Ming hastily. 
He wondered if his boss at the remittance center would 
still take him back after having been in the hospital for 
the past week, but it was the only thing he had left here. 
He doubted he could get another job in another neigh-
borhood, hard as it was.

“Your attackers are going to shake you and your boss 
down!” exclaimed ChangKai, and for the first time, 
Ming turned to look at him. Passerbys looked at them 
as they passed, but showed no recognition of their lan-
guage. 

“What makes you think that?” said Ming, trying to 
keep his reddish fluffed fur down. 

“We have our sources,” said ChangKai, unable to hide 
the smug on his whiskers. But then, foxes rarely did. 
“They attacked you because you were carrying a satchel 
they believed contained the night’s profits. But that’s 
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just your stuff, wasn’t it? Word on the street’s that they 
intend to strike soon, and there’s no telling if you’re go-
ing to be as lucky as you were. So far my brothers and 
I had kept close watch on your workplace, but with our 
many other commitments…” his voice trailed off. 

Ming swallowed. “What would you have me do?” 
Maybe it would have been better if he had died in the 
hospital. At least he would be free from the harsh real-
ities that faced newcomers to this city. 

“Join the Brotherhood.” said the fox with a wink. 
“You help us, we help you. Mutual aid, if you please.” 

There were only two other new members in the initi-
ation ceremony of the Rampant Dragon Brotherhood, 
a panda who looked especially nervous for someone of 
his size and a young ferret-badger who looked elated at 
the chance to prove himself. After the 36 Oaths were 
said and done, with drops of their blood mixed togeth-
er in a bowl, the initiates were made men. ChangKai 
came forward and congratulated Ming, leading him 
to the banquet served in the initiates’ honor. It was a 
personal achievement for a brother to take one of his 
fellow countrymen under his paw. 

Due to his stature and fur hue, Ming was tasked to 
post reminders of debts owed to the Brotherhood on 
the doors of debtors, the red paint a reminder of conse-
quences for late return. Unlike his other brothers, any 
evidence of his having tossed red paint over various 
storefronts was quickly lost in the dark red of his fur, 
allowing him to escaped the scene unnoticed. Also, the 
flash of red fur as he rounded the street corner remind-
ed defaulters what awaited them. 

The Brotherhood kept their promise to Ming, and 
soon, even the deadbeats that could often be seen idling 
across the street from where he worked left. News trav-
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elled faster than social media in the underworld, and 
the mark of a made man was protection in itself. 

The panda had never expected to hear of his parents 
again. After they had moved to the country ten years 
back to give the family a fresh start from the poverty and 
oppression of the old land, it appeared that one could 
never be negligent of the problems one faced wherever 
they went. No one liked people from another country, 
more so the people here. The hostility of his peers in 
high school was no more conducive than shakedowns 
by local gangs, and it was from that moment he saw the 
need to stay away from those who wished him ill. He 
had to make a life of his own.

His parents weren’t particularly pleased when he 
quit school to earn a living, but who were they to un-
derstand that cash in the paw was worth more than 
dreams of a better life? With no greater fury than that 
of parents discovering their cubs had wasted the years 
of opportunity they had given to them, Ming barely got 
out unscathed as he dodged the abuse directed to him 
as he moved out.

And now here he was, at the doorstep of his father’s 
successful moneylending business, with a fresh can of 
paint and a brick to ensure he got the message. He re-
membered the sacrifices his parents made to give him 
a new start after his brother died back in the old land. 
He also remembered how they had kept up with his 
upbringing, even as their son was surrounded by influ-
ences beyond their control. They weren’t right in cast-
ing him out of the family, but neither did they ask for 
their son to repay their efforts with the very influences 
they were trying to protect him from. And in a split de-
cision, he turned tail and ran, vaguely aware that yet 
others would come for him. And for the next day, es-
cape was the key highlight of his life.
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Last he heard was ChangKai having been murdered 
for trying to defend him. Loyal till the end, even when 
hope was lost.

The Shadow’s nose twitched. “I’ve heard enough. The 
first and foremost oath is that one has to honor and re-
spect his parents, and you’ve done just that.” His blade 
disappeared as he stood. To Ming’s surprise, the Shad-
ow dropped a wad of bills next to him and went up to 
the broken window. 

“The upholding of tradition that makes us who we 
are is a rare thing these days,” whispered the Shadow. 
“None have the right to kill your brother for defending 
you, and in that, they have failed the 8th Oath.” The en-
forcer turned towards the street. “I will thus grant you 
mercy for the next 18 hours. Wherever you may choose 
to go, always remember your roots.” With barely a rus-
tle, the Shadow disappeared, barely causing the light 
from the street to flicker.

And as Ming lay on the cold, hard floor, he realized 
that the Oaths meant something to him after all. In 
a land far from home, it was what made him and the 
Brotherhoods a people of their own.
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